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Introduction:

Setting Aside the Constitutional Question

Self-storage leases are troubling. Under such leases, self-storage facility owners may freely dispose of defaulting tenants’ medical and tax records, family ashes, heirlooms, etc. in the same manner as they would treat fungible items such as chairs or a bookshelf. Facility owners are legally entitled to do so through facility-sponsored auctions, most of which are unrestricted by any duty to conduct commercially reasonable sales. Still worse, these legal self-storage practices have generated a clandestine culture of treasure-hunting that often leaves tenants—some of whom default due to medical emergencies, bankruptcy or who are homeless working poor—with little opportunity either to regain good standing or obtain fair market value for their belongings.

Legal suspicion of self-storage leases is not new. In the early 1980s, Professor Paul Brest questioned the constitutionality of state self-storage legislation authorizing the above practices.¹ Professor Brest’s argument was that state statutes giving self-storage landlords the power of self-help—that is, the power to take and sell tenant property—was state action subject to the Due Process Clause of the United States Constitution. Brest’s reasoning was that the power to take property is an exclusive state power. Without state delegation of this power to self-storage landlords by statute, self-storage landlords would be limited to existing common law remedies for private creditors—mainly, obtaining a money judgment in court. Because state self-storage legislation ceded governmental power to self-storage landlords, and dramatically altered creditor-debtor relations in favor of creditors, such legislation must satisfy constitutional Due Process obligations.

Unfortunately, Professor Brest’s article was a reaction to Flagg Brothers v. Brooks², a Supreme Court case which held that state self-storage legislation in fact was not state action subject to the Due Process Clause of the United States Constitution.³ Although Justice Stevens’ dissent prefigured Professor Brest’s Due

---

³ *Id.* at 155-163.
Process argument⁴, Justice Rehnquist’s opinion for the majority stands undisturbed.⁵ Unconstitutionality is not the sole, or even the typical, characteristic of bad law, however. More often legal rules are bad as measured against the settled doctrines and policy rationales of the body of law of which the legal rules are supposed expressive. The Constitutional question raised by self-storage statutes concerns creditor-debtor relationships. But self-storage leases also create landlord-tenant relationships, and self-storage leases have yet to be measured against the common law of property.

This short article argues that the practices of the self-storage industry with regard to defaulting tenants violate well-established doctrines of U.S. property law. Part I reviews the standard terms of self-storage agreements and the remarkable imbalance of rights and duties between self-storage facility owners and tenants. Part II reveals four fundamental property wrongs occurring in self-storage law. Part III evaluates possible legislative and judicial remedies, but also remedies growing out of a property ethic toward personal accumulation of things.

I. The Wild, Wild Lease: Self-Storage Agreements and Default Practices

The second that Gary Reuter yanks up the green sliding metal door of a self-storage unit, the pack of hunters turns on its dozen flashlights. There are 11 men and one woman, all around retirement age. Most wear canvas jackets or windbreakers, their heads topped with wool caps or wide-brimmed felt Western hats. They hold their industrial Black & Decker LED-beam flashlights over their heads and lean into the dark locker, like spelunkers peering into a cave. They bend to the left and to the right, moving around each other for a better view, taking care not to step over the concrete threshold of the doorway. They stay outside the door because, at 9:45am on this Tuesday in November, the contents of Extra Space Storage unit F27 in Hillsboro still belong to Tia Holland. Reuter begins the spiel he will recite at each of the 15 lockers he will open this morning: “Strictly cash only,” he begins. “You’ve got to leave personal items: photos, tax records, yearbooks, Bibles. Everything is sold as is, where is, how is. You’ve got 24 hours to clean it out. You must have your own lock. If you do not have a lock, you can buy one from me for $20.” Having your own lock is important. Because in five minutes, this storage unit will no longer belong to Holland. It will belong to the highest bidder from the hunters, even if that bid is only $1.⁶

---

⁴ Id. at 168-179.
⁵ [Reference Westlaw search].
⁶ Aaron Mesh, Raiders of the Lost Crap, Willamette Week, December 17, 2008, at __.
In the United States, self-storage facilities are now a primary locus of personal property second only to home residences. Here are some striking facts:

- The U.S. self-storage industry is comprised of more than 52,000 facilities and had total sales in excess of twenty billion dollars in 2008.

- There is a self-storage space inventory of 20.8 sq.ft. per U.S. household.

- There is 7.4 sq.ft. of self-storage space for every man, woman and child in the United States. It is physically possible that every American could stand – all at the same time – under the total canopy of self-storage roofing.

- It took the self-storage industry more than 25 years to build its first billion square feet of space; it added the second billion square feet in just 8 years (1998-2005).

- During the peak development years (2004-2005) 8,694 new self-storage facilities (approximately 480 million square feet of space were added).

- At year-end 1984 there were 6,601 facilities with 289.7 million square feet (26.9 million square meters) of rentable self-storage in the U.S. At year end 2008, there are 51,250 “primary” self-storage facilities representing 2.35 billion square feet -- an increase of more than 2.0 billion square feet.

- Self-storage usage cuts across all economic strata in the United States. By household income, 19 percent earn less than $20,000, 15 percent earn $20,000 - $40,000, 11 percent earn $30,000 to $40,000, 10 percent earn $40,000 to $50,000, 7 percent earn $50,000-$60,000, 11 percent earn $75,000 - $100,000, 7 percent earn $100,000 - $125,000, and 9 percent $125,000 or more.

- Currently, 800 new self-storage facilities open every year.7

And, all over the country, people who leased self-storage units are losing their stuff: cars, tools, clothing, family photos and other heirlooms, tax and medical records, bikes, human skulls, TVs and computers, lawn mowers, the cremated remains of family members, furniture, and lots of pornography and dangerous

7 All of the bulleted data is from the Self Storage Association Fact Sheet: http://www.selfstorage.org/ssa/Content/NavigationMenu/AboutSSA/FactSheet/default.htm
junk. The losses affect the working homeless, the routine down-and-out; even,


9 See Ric Kahn, Homeless Strain to Keep a Roof Over Their Stuff, Boston Globe, July 15, 2007, at __. See also Peggy Lowe, Homeless Man Lives Off Hotel Points From Former Life, The Orange Countys Register, Mar. 9, 2010, at __.

as in the case of disgraced Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich, the rich and infamous.\footnote{Jo Napolitano, \textit{Blagojevich’s Elvis Statue May be Sold}, Chicago Tribune, July 26, 2010, at __.} Denos Communications, a company that advertises self-storage auctions for some of the largest self-storage companies in the United States, estimates that in California alone $3,000,000 changes hands at 9,000 self-storage auctions every year, with auctions occurring at 800 of California’s nearly 3000 facilities each and every month.\footnote{See \url{http://www.storageauctions.com/3.htm} (last accessed October 18, 2010).}

These property losses occur because every state except Alaska has passed self-storage lien laws.\footnote{Exhaustive research on self-storage lien laws throughout the United States was conducted by research assistant Christopher Wisdom. For brief summaries of state-by-state self-storage lien laws, see \url{http://www.storagelaws.net/} and \url{http://www.selfstorages.com/} (last accessed: __________).} These laws provide self-storage facility owners with robust lien security interests in any personal property placed in self-storage units.\footnote{Id.} The national structure of self-storage lien laws is not coincidence. The self-storage industry has a powerful national lobby, the Self-Storage Association (or “the SSA”):

The SSA advocates for the self-storage industry at the federal level, at the state level (working with our affiliated state associations), and at the local level when necessary. The Association fights to have state-of-the-art lien laws in place, efficient and streamlined lien notification processes, licensing for offering tenant insurance, and adequate late fees. The SSA fights against the federal government installing self-storage monopolies on military bases, against state and local sales taxes on self-storage rents and for reasonable property taxes. The SSA fights for tax reform that will quickly free up storage space in federal bankruptcy actions, and for reasonable abandoned records management, disposition and other privacy issues.\footnote{http://www.selfstorage.org/ssa/Content/NavigationMenu/Resources/LegislativeRegulatory/default.htm .}

The result, described in the next section, is a largely uniform set of state self-storage laws that grant facility owners broad rights and control over tenant stored
property in the event of default, with relatively few protections for tenants themselves.

**A. Owner’s Liens**

Every state except Alaska has a statute that governs property placed in self-service storage facilities.16 “Self-Service Storage Act” and “Self-Service Facility Storage Act” are common short titles for these statutes.17 All of the statutes grant owners of self-storage facilities an “owner’s lien” upon all personal property placed within the facilities by tenants. The self-storage owner’s lien provision in nearly every state — 45 of 49 — is boilerplate. Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming all use the following language [with variant language in parens]:

The owner of a self-service storage facility [and his heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns] have a lien upon all personal property located at a self-service storage facility for rent, labor, or other charges, present or future, in relation to the personal property, and for expenses necessary for its preservation, or expenses reasonably incurred in its sale or other disposition pursuant to this [Act or article or chapter].18

16 See supra, note 8 and accompanying text.


Four states — Montana, Texas, Wyoming and Nebraska — have self-storage owner’s lien provisions that use different language or other provisions to similar effect. Montana law provides that, “A person who rents storage space to another may sell at public auction the contents of the storage space if the owner of the contents is more than 30 days in default in paying rental fees on the space.”\(^\text{19}\) Texas self-storage law contains the simple statement, “A lien under this chapter attaches on the date the tenant places the property at the self-service storage facility.”\(^\text{20}\) Wyoming’s personal property law provides that, “Any person is entitled to a lien on any goods, chattels, or animals for his reasonable charges for work or services,” but excepts that, “A person engaging in self-storage operations whereby members of the public rent space from the person to store goods and chattels and retain control over access to the goods and chattels …is entitled to a lien under this section.”\(^\text{21}\) And in Nebraska, personal property placed in a self-storage facility is governed by that state’s Disposition of Personal Property Landlord-Tenant Act.\(^\text{22}\)

**B. Lien Attachment and Risk of Loss**

Not all self-storage statutes specify when an owner’s lien attaches.\(^\text{23}\) The statutes that do address lien attachment provide that the lien attaches when a storage rental agreement is entered into,\(^\text{24}\) the date upon which rent is unpaid and


due\textsuperscript{25}, the date personal property is brought to the facility\textsuperscript{26}, the date the occupant is in default\textsuperscript{27}, or the date specified in a preliminary notice of default.\textsuperscript{28}

Many states self-storage statutes expressly place the risk of loss or damage to stored property wholly on the tenant.\textsuperscript{29} A few states require landlords to exercise ordinary or reasonable care.\textsuperscript{30} Statutory allocation of risk is unnecessary, however. Standard self-storage rental agreements invariably place all risk of damage or loss upon tenants.

Consider the self-storage behemoth, *Public Storage*. Public Storage operates over 21,000 locations throughout the United States and Europe with space totaling over a 135 million rentable square feet of storage space.\textsuperscript{31} With over 1 billion dollars in annual revenues, Public Storage is a member of the S & P 500, the Forbes Global 2000 and the company trades on the NY Stock Exchange.\textsuperscript{32} In the company’s own words, “Public Storage is among the largest landlords in the world.”\textsuperscript{33}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item^{25} See e.g. A.R.S. § 33-1703A (2008).
\item^{26} See e.g. O.C.G.A. § 10-4-212 (2009).
\item^{27} See e.g. Minn. Stat. § 514.972 subd. 2 (2008).
\item^{28} See e.g. Rev. Code Wash. § 19.150.060 (2009).
\item^{29} The statutes of many states contain the following boilerplate language: “Unless the rental agreement specifically provides otherwise, the exclusive care, custody and control of any and all personal property stored in the leased space shall remain vested in the occupant.” [\textit{and the occupant shall bear all risks of loss or damage to such property.}]
\item^{30} But see R.S.S. Neb. § 69-2306 (2009) (“The landlord shall exercise reasonable care in storing the property but shall not be liable to the tenant or any other owner for any loss unless such loss is caused by the landlord’s intentional or negligent act.”); 42 Okl. St. § 194A (2009) (“The duty of care an owner must exercise with respect to personal property located in a self-service storage facility is ordinary care only.”); W. Va. Code § 38-14-7(a) (2008) (“The owner shall use reasonable care in maintaining the self-service storage facility for the purposes of storage of personal property and may not offer to sell insurance to the occupant to cover the owner’s risk or lack of care.”)
\item^{31} http://www.publicstorage.com/storage-company-info.aspx.
\item^{32} Id.
\item^{33} Id.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
By leasing a self-storage unit with Public Storage, “Occupants” (Public Storage’s term for lessees) agree that “[t]he total value of all personal property stored by Occupant is agreed to be less than Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000).” An Occupant also “understands that the Premises are not suitable for the storage of heirlooms or other precious, irreplaceable or invaluable personal property, such as rare books, records, or art, objects for which no immediate resale market exists and objects of special or emotional value to the Occupant.”

Regarding risk of loss or damage to stored property, Public Storage’s standard self-storage lease agreement contains the following exculpatory clauses:

“7. Insurance. ALL PERSONAL PROPERTY IS STORED BY OCCUPANT AT OCCUPANT’S SOLE RISK. INSURANCE IS OCCUPANT’S SOLE RESPONSIBILITY. OCCUPANT UNDERSTANDS THAT OWNER WILL NOT INSURE OCCUPANT’S PERSONAL PROPERTY. OCCUPANT IS OBLIGATED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS RENTAL AGREEMENT TO INSURE HIS/HER OWN GOODS. To the extent Occupant’s insurance lapses or Occupant does not obtain insurance coverage for the full value of Occupant’s personal property stores in or on the Premises, Occupant agrees Occupant will personally assume all risk of loss. Owner and Owner’s agents, affiliates, authorized representatives and employees (“Owner’s Agents”) will not be responsible for, and Occupant hereby releases Owner and Owner’s Agents from any responsibility for, any loss, liability, claim, expense, or damage to personal property or injury to persons (“Loss”) that could have been insured against (including, without limitation, any Loss arising from the active or passive acts, omission or negligence of Owner or Owner’s agents) (“the Released Claims”). Occupant waives any rights to recover against Owner or Owner’s Agents for the Released Claims. Occupant expressly agrees that the carrier of any insurance obtained by Occupant shall not be subrogated to any claim of Occupant against Owner or Owner’s Agents. Occupant understands that if Occupant elects to obtain the insurance available at the property, the additional amount for such insurance coverage must be included with the monthly payments as noted above. Further, all payments received will be applied as noted above. The provisions of this paragraph will not limit the rights of Owner and Owner’s Agents under paragraph 8 Limitation of Owner’s Liability. By CLICKING OR PLACING INITIALS HERE ___, Occupant acknowledges that he

---

34 Id.
understands the provisions of this paragraph and agrees to these provisions and that insurance is Occupant’s sole responsibility.\(^{35}\)

8. Limitation of Owner’s Liability; Occupant’s Liability. Owner and Owner’s agents, affiliates, authorized representatives and employees (collectively called “Owner’s Agents”) will have no responsibility to Occupant or any other person for any liability, expense, damage to their personal property or injury to them arising out of Owner’s active or passive acts, omissions, negligence or conversion unless Owner intentionally and/or in bad faith causes the liability, expense, damage or injury. Occupant agrees that Owner and Owner’s Agents’ total responsibility for any liability, expense, personal property damage and personal injury will not exceed Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000). Occupant shall defend Owner and Owner’s Agents against and pay for any damage to property, injury to persons, or any other liability or expense incurred because of anything Occupant does or fails to do in the Enclosed Space, the Parking Space, or surrounding areas, unless Owner intentionally and in bad faith causes such damage, injury or other liability or expense. By CLICKING OR PLACING INITIALS HERE, Occupant acknowledges that he has read, understands and agrees to the provisions of this paragraph.”\(^{36}\)

Courts routinely enforce such provisions. For example, in Kane v. U-Haul International, Inc., the self-storage landlord failed to notify several tenants of a leak in the facility’s roof, resulting in water damage to the tenants’ property. The tenants sued and sought damages in excess of the storage value limits provided in the contract.\(^{37}\) The Third Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the lower court’s ruling that the landlord’s failure to notify the tenants of the leak did not constitute wanton and willful misconduct which could not be exculpated by the contract.\(^{38}\)

In Lathers, Jr. v. U-Haul Company of Louisiana, the tenant stored property in a rented self-storage unit but then became delinquent on his payments.\(^{39}\) The landlord exercised lien rights on the unit and replaced the tenant’s lock with one of its own. The tenant paid the back rent and recovered the unit with all items

\(^{35}\) Id. at §7.

\(^{36}\) Id. at §8.

\(^{37}\) 218 Fed.Appx. 163, 167 (3d Cir. 2007).

\(^{38}\) Id. at 169.

\(^{39}\) 875 So.2d 839, 839 (5th Cir. 2004).
intact.40 When the tenant returned to his unit several weeks later there was a tag on his lock stating that the lock was improperly locked. When the tenant opened the unit he discovered that much of his stored property had been stolen.41 The tenant sued the landlord in negligence. Using evidence that the landlord was aware of thefts at the facility both before and after the theft of the plaintiff’s belongings, the tenant argued that the landlord was aware of a security problem at the facility when tenant entered into the contract.42 The Fifth Circuit affirmed the lower court’s ruling that the tenant bore all risk.

In Cochran v. Safeguard Self-Storage, Inc., another Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals case, tenants leased a unit from defendant self-storage facility under a lease that provided for the non-liability of the landlord for property stored unless “due to the willful acts of gross negligence of [landlord], his agents, servants, or employees.” The lease also excluded all warranties by defendant-landlord and specified that insurance was the tenants’ sole obligation.43 The tenants’ stored property was later destroyed by a fire caused by faulty electrical wiring located in a junction box that geographically was outside of the tenants’ leased units, but was part of the landlord’s property.44 The tenants sued the landlord in negligence. Prior to the fire, the landlord had observed flickering lights and called in an electrician. The electrician identified two shorts in an electrical outlet, which the electrician fixed. The electrician did not identify any other electrical problems or indicate to the landlord that there was any problem with the building’s wiring.45 The tenants offered the electrician’s visit as evidence that the landlord knew or should have known of a defect in the building’s wiring. The Fifth Circuit affirmed the district court’s grant of summary judgment to the landlord.46

In Whipper v. McLendon Movers, Inc., tenant’s stored property was damaged when the water pipes servicing landlord’s automatic sprinkler system burst due to cold weather. The tenant sued the landlord. The Court of Appeals of Georgia affirmed the lower court’s grant of summary judgment to the landlord, citing a lease provision which provided, “All personal property brought onto the premises

40 Id. at 839-840.
41 Id. at 840.
42 Id. at 842.
44 Id.
45 Id. at 1129.
46 Id. at 1133.
by lessee ... shall be at the risk of lessee, and lessor shall not be liable for any loss or damages for any reason whatsoever to said property. It shall be the responsibility of lessee to adequately insure any property brought onto the premises, and lessor shall have no duty whatsoever to carry any insurance on property brought onto the premises by lessee." 47

Self-storage leases also exculpate landlords from any liability for damage or loss of tenant property caused by the conduct or misconduct of third parties. In Arruda v. Donham and Dover Investment Properties, Inc., plaintiff rented a self-storage unit. A tenant who had leased a unit near to plaintiff’s caused a fire within his own unit. The fire spread to plaintiff’s unit and destroyed plaintiff’s property—two automobiles and other personal property. 48 Plaintiff-tenant sued defendant-landlord in negligence. The landlord argued that as a matter of law it could not be held liable even if plaintiff’s allegations of negligence were found to be true. To support its argument, landlord pointed to lease terms that provided that landlord could not “be held responsible for damage to the plaintiff's property,” that “Landlord shall not be liable to any tenant or any other party for any negligent act or omission of landlord,” that “Landlord shall not be liable to any tenant or any other party for any negligent act or omission of landlord,” that “All property stored within the unit by tenant shall be at tenant’s sole risk and expense,” that “Landlord shall not be liable to tenant for any loss or damage that may be occasioned by or through the act or omission to act of other tenants on the premises or of any other person,” and an addendum to the lease that stated, “[Lessee] understand the provision that states the lessor is not responsible for loss or damage to property in my storage space.” 49 The court agreed with the landlord. 50

Cases exist where self-storage landlords are found liable for damage to or loss of tenant property. Usually, liability is established by demonstrating that the landlord violated the express terms of the particular state’s Self-Storage Facility Act, such as when a landlord fails to give a defaulting tenant proper notice prior to selling the tenant’s property at auction. 51 Tenants rarely succeed on the tort

49 Id. at *3.
50 Id. at *4.
51 See, e.g., Castetter v. Mr. “B” Storage, 699 A.2d 1268, 1271-1272 (landlord violated self-storage statute by failing to give proper notice prior to lien sale and by unauthorized entry into tenant’s unit); Cook v. Public Storage, Inc., 761 N.W.2d 645, 672 (affirming a
exceptions contained in the exculpatory clauses of self-storage leases. When tenants do succeed on such claims, they confront the storage value limitations provided for in the contracts.\textsuperscript{52}

\section*{C. From Default to Lien Enforcement}

Upon default, a self-storage facility owner may deny the defaulting tenant access to personal property stored in the leased unit. Some states permit denial of unit access as soon as immediately, or five or ten or days after the date of default, without any notice to defaulting tenants.\textsuperscript{53} Other states specify a longer period of default before a facility owner may deny unit access — 14 to 30 days — and then only after a notice of default has been sent to the defaulting tenant’s last known address.\textsuperscript{54} After a landlord is authorized to deny unit access due to tenant default, jury verdict that landlord violated self-storage statute by failing to meet the notice requirement when mailed notices were returned as undeliverable and by failing to conduct a commercially reasonable sale).


\textsuperscript{53} See e.g. A.C.A. §§ 18-16-401(1) (2008) and 18-6-405(a) (2008); (stating, without restriction or qualification, that “If an occupant is in default, the operator may deny the occupant access to the leased space.” Under A.C.A. § 18-16-401(1) “‘Default’ means the failure to perform on time any obligation or duty set forth in the rental agreement.”); Fla. Stat. § 83.8055 (2009) (“Upon the failure of a tenant to pay the rent when it becomes due, the owner may, without notice, after 5 days from the date rent is due, deny the tenant access to the personal property located in the self-service storage facility or self-contained storage unit. In denying the tenant access to personal property contained in the self-contained storage unit, the owner may proceed without judicial process, if this can be done without breach of the peace, or may proceed by action.”); O.C.G.A. § 10-4-213 (2009) (self-storage rental agreement language must include the following language: “UPON OCCUPANT’S DEFAULT, OWNER MAY WITHOUT NOTICE DENY OCCUPANT ACCESS TO THE PERSONAL PROPERTY STORED IN OCCUPANT’S SPACE UNTIL SUCH TIME AS PAYMENT IS RECEIVED. IF ANY MONTHLY INSTALLMENT IS NOT MADE BY THE TENTH OF THE MONTH DUE, OR IF ANY CHECK GIVEN IN PAYMENT IS DISHONORED, THE OCCUPANT IS IN DEFAULT FROM THE DATE PAYMENT WAS DUE.”)

\textsuperscript{54} See e.g. Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 21703 (2008) (“If any part of the rent or other charges due from an occupant remain unpaid for 14 consecutive days, an owner may terminate the right of the occupant to the use of the storage space at a self-service storage
only a few states require facility owners to grant access to essential items such as personal papers, health aids, and/or clothing under a specified dollar value. The large majority of statutes grant no such privilege to tenants. In most states a defaulting tenant remains exclusively liable for all damage and loss to personal property even after landlord has removed the tenant’s lock and placed its own lock on the unit.

In most states a self-storage landlord may not begin a lien enforcement action until the tenant is in noticed default a minimum number of days. The minimum number of days varies by state from as long as 90 days in Montana and New Mexico, to as short as 10 days in Louisiana, New York, North Dakota and Oklahoma, with a cluster of states in the 14-30 day range and another cluster of states in the 45-60 day range. Wyoming law, however, appears to permit lien facility by sending a notice to the occupant’s last known address… “); Code of Ala. § 8-15-34 (2009) (“(1) No enforcement action shall be taken by the owner until the occupant has been default continuously for a period of 30 days. (4) The owner shall have the right to deny the occupant access to the leased space and the owner may enter and/or remove the personal property from the leased space to other suitable storage space pending its sale or other disposition.”)

See e.g. Minn. Stat. § 514.972 subd. 5 (2008) (“The occupant may remove from the self-service storage facility personal papers, health aids, personal clothing of the occupant and the occupant’s dependents, and personal property that is necessary for the livelihood of the occupant, that has a market value of less than $50 per item.”)

See e.g. 42 Okl. St. § 195A (2009) (“The owner of a self-service storage facility shall not be liable for damages sustained by an occupant, if any, alleged to result from action taken by the owner to prevent access to the self-service storage facility after the occupant has committed an act of default pursuant to the rental agreement.”).


enforcement immediately following notification of default to all persons known to claim an interest in the property.  

Texas is the only state which requires a landlord to obtain a court order prior to lien enforcement.  

But California, Nevada, North Carolina have similar process in that a defaulted tenant may file a declaration in opposition to lien sale, which then requires a landlord to file verified complaint to enforce the lien.  

And South Carolina offers a “predistress hearing” only for lease agreements that do not conform to the model provisions provided for in the statute.  

The purpose of the predistress hearing “is to protect the occupant’s use and possession of property from arbitrary encroachment and to prevent unfair or mistaken deprivation of property.”

Landlords using lease agreements that conform to South Carolina’s model provisions may begin lien enforcement without judicial intervention after fifty days.

**D. Lien Enforcement Transferring Title to Landlord**

Lien enforcement is not always in the form of a sale of personal property. A handful of states permit landlords to keep, sell, or destroy the personal property of a defaulted tenant following expiration of the notice period, provided the property has a fair market value below a threshold amount of $500, $250 or $100.

---

61 See Wyo. Stat. § 29-7-104(b) (2009).
67 See, e.g. R.S.S. Neb. § 69-2304 (2009) (“A notice given pursuant to section 69-2304 shall contain one of the following statements, as appropriate: ...(2) ‘Because this property is believed to be worth less than two hundred fifty dollars, it may be kept, sold, or destroyed without further notice if you fail to reclaim it within the time indicated in this notice.’”); RSA 451-C:7(1) (threshold of below $500 for owner disposal of defaulted tenant property without further notice or auction); 42 Okla. St. § 197.1 (2009) (adopting a threshold of “no apparent value”); ORS § 87.691(1) (2007) (threshold of “$100 or less”); Rev. Code Wash. (ARCW) § 19.150.080 (threshold of below $300).
Oklahoma’s self-storage is interesting in that it expressly gives the landowner discretion to determine the fair market value of the defaulting tenant’s personal property: “If the occupant abandons or surrenders possession of the self-storage facility and leaves household goods, furnishings, fixtures, or any other personal property in the self-storage facility, the owner may take possession of the property, and if, in the judgment of the owner, the property has no ascertainable or apparent value, the owner may dispose of the property without any duty of accounting or any liability to any party.”  

In contrast to Oklahoma’s trust in a landlord’s subjective valuation of a tenant’s personal property, West Virginia requires a more objective valuation of a tenant’s personal property. It permits landlord destruction of tenant property only if the landlord “can demonstrate by photographs or other images and affidavit of a knowledgeable and credible person that the personal property lacks a value sufficient to cover the reasonable expense of a public auction plus the amount of the self-storage lien.”

E. Lien Enforcement by Public Auction

After expiration of the notice period, a landlord who intends lien enforcement by public auction is required to publish an advertisement (typically once a week for two consecutive weeks) of the public sale in a newspaper of general circulation in the city or county where the self-storage facility is located. The uniform content of such ads is the name of the person on whose account the goods are stored, the space or lot number of the occupant, the time, place and manner of the sale, the location of the storage facility. Some but not all states require a brief description of the goods to be sold. Most states provide that the sale may not take place sooner than 15 days after the first publication. The following print and online ads are typical:

[RECENT PRINT AND ONLINE EXAMPLES OF AUCTION ADS WILL BE INSERTED NEAR PUBLICATION DATE]  

---


70 Alabama’s code is typical. See e.g. Code of Ala 8-15-34(7)(a)-(b) (2009). But Arkansas’ code, which requires only one advertisement with no content requirements and permits sale seven days thereafter. See A.C.A. § 18-16-407(2) (2008).
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Interestingly, a small minority of states require that public auction of defaulted tenant’s personal property be conducted in a “commercially reasonable manner.” Notwithstanding this cause, the overwhelming majority of states presume that compliance with sale provisions of the state self-storage statute constitutes a commercially reasonable sale. Thus, many state self-storage statutes have a provision such as the following one in Ohio’s self-storage statute, which limits a landlord’s liability based upon statutory compliance: “If the owner complies with the requirements for sale under this section, the owner’s liability to persons who have an interest in the personal property sold is limited to the balance of the proceeds of the sale after the owner has satisfied his lien. The owner is liable for damages caused by the failure to comply with the requirements for sale under this section and is liable for conversion for willful violation of the requirements for sale under this section.”

Limitation of landlord liability based on statutory compliance comports with my earlier observations: that tenants rarely succeed on the tort claim exceptions to self-storage leases; and that landlord liability for damage or loss to tenant property usually turns on demonstration that the landlord violated the express terms of the particular state’s Self-Storage Facility Act. I will have much more to say about this later in the article.

Three final observations complete this overview of the enforcement of self-storage laws against defaulting tenants. First, states vary on whether landlords and their agents are permitted to participate in the self-storage auctions that they control. (And landlords do control them—from “time, place and manner” to whether a tenant’s personal property will be sold “singly, in lots or as a whole,” whether bids will be “sealed or open,” and, obviously, the sale prices set for particular things or sets of things.) In Washington, for example, “No employee or owner, or family member of an employee or owner, may acquire, directly or
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73 ORC Ann. § 5322.03(M1)-(M-2) (2009); see also, e.g. Code of Ala. §§ 13-14 (2009).
74 See Section I.A., supra at 7-12.
indirectly, the property sold pursuant to [the Act], or personal papers and personal photographs disposed of under [the Act].”

But in Ohio, “An owner may buy at any public sale held pursuant to [the Act].”

Second, there is the matter of proceeds. All state statutes require a landlord who has conducted an auction to use the proceeds to satisfy tenant deficiency and reasonable sale expenses, and, in cases of windfall, to hold the balance for the tenant to claim within a specified time. The time a tenant has to collect the balance of an auction of his or her personal property varies greatly by state from only 30 days in Virginia to three years in Alabama. After the expiration of period within which a tenant may claim the windfall from a sale of personal property, the proceeds may become the property of the landlord by operation of the self-storage statute, escheat to the county or state, or be disposed of pursuant to the state’s unclaimed property statute (which often provides a period after which property is deemed abandoned and becomes the property of the possessor—here, again, the landlord). Arizona and Pennsylvania are unique in requiring such proceeds to go to the Arizona public schools and the Pennsylvania Department of Revenue, respectively.

Third, and finally, what happens when a landlord attempts to auction the personal property of a defaulted tenant but some or all of the items do not sell? The statutes that address the issue provide in the event that a tenant’s personal property does not sell at auction, a landlord may dispose of it.
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79 ORC Ann. § 5322.03(K) (2009).
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II. Property Wrongs of Self-Storage Law

Part I of this article brought to the attention of readers an American cultural development. The development is the massive amounts of personal property stored now in self-storage facilities across the United States. The sheer volume of personal property now stored in self-storage facilities, measured in facility square footage and consumers of all economic strata, should be sufficient to create a public interest. If a similar amount of real property and consumers was at stake, such as with home foreclosures and the mortgage crisis, there would be no doubt that the public interest was implicated.

Two other reasons weigh in favor of scrutinizing state-by-state practices of self-storage industry. First, personal property loss through self-storage default appears to be both a regular occurrence and a boom industry in periods of economic downturn. Second, at least some readers will agree that some procedures for handling the personal property of defaulted self-storage tenants are worrisome. In particular, the practice of unmonitored, undocumented auctions of tenant property and the freedom of landlords in many states to sell tenant property by whole lot, no matter what the individual value of items, seems suspect. Also, the opportunities for cherry-picking—for landlords to steal valuable tenant personal property prior to conducting public auctions—seem abundant and undetectable.

This section reveals four property wrongs of self-storage law. First, the contractual allocation of risk and tenant restrictions on what may be stored commonly frustrate the purpose for which people rent self-storage units. Second, self-storage statutes severely limit or wholly eliminate tenant remedies under tort law and the law of bailments, in effect giving self-storage landlords an absolute right of negligence with respect to tenant property. Third, courts have missed that many of the public policy concerns that led to implied warranties in residential
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87 See footnote 2, supra, and accompanying text.
88 See id.
90 See footnote 3, supra, and accompanying text.
91 See Section on “Lien by Public Auction,” supra, at __ - __.
tenancies are present with regard to self-storage leases. Fourth, is the clandestine culture of treasure hunting that surrounds self-storage auctions.

A. The “Crap” Rule

U.S. property law carries the doctrinal presumption that all real property is unique in character.\textsuperscript{92} The presumption issues in the remedy of specific performance in cases where a seller of real property seeks to escape from a contract for sale, and renders expectation damages inadequate to make the would-be buyer whole.\textsuperscript{93} Beyond this transactional presumption, scholars have proposed additional doctrines whose purpose is to account for circumstances where real property is or should be granted special legal protection.\textsuperscript{94} These doctrines fall mainly into two categories. One category marks real property as special according to its connection with individual or group identity.\textsuperscript{95} The other category marks real property as special according to its connection with individual or group welfare.\textsuperscript{96} Under both categories of theory, the main consequence of marking real property as special in these ways is that such property gains additional security against dispossession.\textsuperscript{97} Such additional security may take the form requiring extraordinary justification for dispossession or additional process guarantees to avoid unjustified dispossession.\textsuperscript{98}

By contrast, personal property enjoys no presumption of uniqueness in U.S. property law.\textsuperscript{99} But personal property can be special according to its connection with identity or welfare, in just the ways that the above theories recommend of real property.\textsuperscript{100} The moral rights of artists in their creations and cultural totems are obvious examples of personal property made legally special according to connection with identity.\textsuperscript{101} An example of personal property made legally special according to its connection with welfare is the bailment-like duty of residential landlords to safeguard the personal property or holdover tenants.\textsuperscript{102} That many
items placed in self-storage can have such connections with identity or welfare is patent: family heirlooms, personal records, collectors’ items, the meager belongings of homeless individuals, the residue of possessions owned by evicted residential tenants or foreclosed-upon home owners.\textsuperscript{103}

Most state self-storage statutes offer no special protection whatsoever for personal property with welfare functions. Indeed, only a couple of state laws require facility owners to grant defaulted tenants access to stored property necessary for personal welfare, e.g., personal records, health aids, or clothing.\textsuperscript{104} And self-storage leases routinely require that tenants agree not to store personal property with ‘sentimental value’—that is, personal property with identity functions.\textsuperscript{105}

The lack of special access rights to personal property with welfare functions, and facility owners’ broad refusal to store personal property with identity functions, clarifies the business model of the self-storage industry. Its sole product is the storage of \textit{crap}—personal property that tenants neither highly value nor much need—\textit{and only crap}. Tenants who know their rights are foolish to store any personal property with welfare functions, and are in breach of contract for storing personal property with identity functions.

At first glance, the service of storing relatively valueless things in exchange for money seems unproblematic. But, here, social reality gets in the way. The tenant duty of storing only low-value personal property is both counter to reasonable tenant expectations and will often prove difficult to comply with. When a person rents a self-storage unit, they do so to store pre-identified things that are personally valued above the monthly costs of storage and associated risks. The contractual duty to store only low-value personal property would, in many cases, require would-be renters to forego self-storage rental altogether or replace preselected storage items of personal value with crap that complies with the self-storage contract limitations. Under many self-storage agreements, tenants would be in breach for storing reasonable and expected items such as family Christmas ornaments or inherited china used only during holidays.\textsuperscript{106} A person likely is in breach for storing the balance of what once fit in a large home, but which does not fit in a small apartment.\textsuperscript{107} Additionally, the prohibition on storage of much-

\textsuperscript{103} See footnote 50 and accompanying text.
valued personal property may be unreasonable as applied to the homeless or working poor, to residential evictees, persons in home foreclosure, or individuals who default in relation to bankruptcy, medical emergency or military leave.

The central policy concern raised by what may be called the “crap” rule is not protection of the least well off, however, though that is important. Rather, the central policy concern is two-fold. First, the low-value personal property restrictions imposed upon tenants by self-storage agreements are unreasonable when viewed in light of the reasons for which tenants rent self-storage in the first place. Second, to the extent that some personal property is entitled to special legal protection, such protections may extend to personal property placed in self-storage.

**B. Tort Law Misfires and the Elimination of Bailments**

An earlier part of the article explained that, either by state law or self-storage lease, self-storage landlords can only be held liable for damage or loss to tenant property under two circumstances: first, intentional or bad faith conduct by a landlord or its agents that causes such damage;\(^{108}\) second, violation of the express terms of state’s self-storage facility act.\(^{109}\) As demonstrated by the cases discussed there, these statutory and contractual limitations on common law tort remedies give self-storage landlords a very broad right of negligence with regard to the treatment of tenant property.\(^{110}\)

The right of negligence of self-storage landlords would not be absolute, however, without also eliminating the law of bailments. Bailments, a creature of contract and property, arise upon the express or implied delivery of personal property by one party to be held in trust by another party.\(^{111}\) The contractual aspect of bailments flows from the fact that bailment duties are premised upon express or implied agreements between the parties.\(^{112}\) The property aspect of bailments flows from the fact that bailment duties depend on the bailee’s—the party to whom personal property is delivered—lawful possession and control of the goods.\(^{113}\) At early common law, the duty of care expected of bailees toward bailor property was “slight, ordinary, or great” depending on whether the bailment
itself was for the sole benefit of the bailor, for mutual benefit of bailor and bailee, or for the sole benefit of the bailee. However, a duty of reasonable care for all bailments has supplanted the tiered approach.

The law of bailments differs from the common law of negligence in one crucial respect; one of great significance to self-storage leases and potential landlord duties of care. A party who brings a claim of negligence against another for the loss or damage to personal property has the burden of proving negligent conduct by the latter. By contrast, a bailee who loses or damages bailed property is presumed negligent, and the bailee must compensate the bailor if unable to rebut the presumption.

Sometimes by operation of state self-storage law, and always by operation of contract, self-storage leases are deemed never to create bailments. Trade publications of the self-storage industry are full of articles warning facility owners of conduct that may jeopardize these statutory and contractual protections against incurring duties of care toward tenant property. The foundational wisdom of these publications is, first, that facility owners require tenants to furnish their own locks, and second that facility owners never enter tenant space or handle tenant property outside of the default process. These practices are meant to ensure that self-storage landlords never appear to have lawful possession or control over tenant property as would give rise to a bailment relationship.

If industry practice is to avoid lawful possession by foregoing landlord access to or control of tenant space, then the common law of bailments does not apply. Why, in that case, the additional statutory or contractual provisions against bailments? These protections exist to prevent the creation of a bailment even after tenant default and exercise of landlord lien rights, when landlords unquestionably have lawful possession and exclusive control of tenant property for purposes of sale at auction. Thus, self-storage landlords eat their cake and have it, too: by state law they are freed from traditional creditor-debtor remedies.
and authorized to lien stored tenant property to satisfy debt, but upon exercising that power, and seizing and selling tenant property, they are spared the common law duty of reasonable care that typically comes with gaining lawful possession of another’s property.

C. Ignored Parallels to Residential Landlord-Tenant Reform

“The contract for the storage units clearly was standardized. However, it cannot be said that the Appellants had no opportunity to make any choices. They were provided with the option of purchasing insurance to protect against negligence for an additional fee. The public interest is not affected in light of the fact that the opportunity to elect insurance for an additional reasonable fee existed. A contract for self-storage cannot be equated with a residential lease. The prohibition of enforcing exculpatory clauses in residential leases is based on housing shortages, especially affordable housing, the need for which has been recognized by the New Jersey legislature. Additionally, the exculpatory clause and offer of insurance were both clear in the contracts signed by the Appellants. A self-storage contract is more akin to a lease for commercial space. Therefore, we agree with the District Court's determination that no unequal bargaining power existed that would make the exculpatory clause unenforceable.”


Personal property is everything one owns that is not real property. Real property admits of a further policy distinction between residential and commercial property. To designate real property as ‘residential’ has, in our society, the legal effect of strengthening owners’ property rights based upon a variety of public policy considerations, including the need for affordable housing, the
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importance of shelter to personal welfare,\textsuperscript{129} and the special place in the American imagination held by the home.\textsuperscript{130} Likewise, to designate real property as ‘commercial’ signals to market participants that government has no special interest in the kinds of dealings that occur beyond ordinary above-board contracting.\textsuperscript{131}

Courts categorically treat self-storage cases as purely commercial disputes.\textsuperscript{132} There is basis for this. Self-storage facilities are commercial enterprises. The real property purchased or leased by facility owners is acquired from still other commercial enterprises. And most important, no one lives—or is legally permitted to live—in a self-storage unit.\textsuperscript{133}

This is not the end of the story, however. There are relevant factors that Judge Fisher—and the judiciary generally—has overlooked; facts that likely belie Judge Fisher’s claim that self-storage leases involve equal bargaining power, and arguably establish that self-storage leases are better understood as residential rather than commercial in character.

What have the courts missed? Through what lens does self-storage rentals look more like renting apartments to live in rather than offices to work in? The second question is valuable in its own right. For it suggests that self-storage leases might be neither purely commercial nor purely residential as a matter of doctrine, requiring some policy discussions about how to handle them. Now back to the questions. What courts have missed is that emphasis upon the self-storage unit—the external shelter for personal property—is not the only property involved in self-storage leases that might influence what the law should be. There is also the personal property placed within the unit, which may itself be residential or commercial in character.

Attending to the character of personal property stored allows a new distinction not yet addressed by courts. The shift in attention distinguishes warehouses (at docks, shipyards, railroads, airlines, industrial farms), which lease space for storage of bulk goods or other commercial products,\textsuperscript{134} from self-storage facilities
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which lease space for the storage of individual personal property. Furthermore, warehouses are in the business of storing commercial personal property, typically held in the name of a corporation or other business entity, for the purpose of investment and commercial gain. By contrast, the property stored at self-storage facilities typically is residential personal property purchased by tenants and held for personal enjoyment as part of a fully functioning home and life.

And, even though state courts have not recognized this distinction, nearly every state legislature has: by the creation of self-storage facility acts that are separate from its commercial warehousing laws.

A ready objection to the distinction between residential and commercial personal property supposes that personal property placed in self-storage is, by definition, not residential, because such property is not kept at a home residence. But observe how quickly this argument falls apart. Home furniture, tax records, family photographs, heirlooms, etc., do not cease to be residential just because they are stored off-premises when not in use. Said personal property is residential whether it is kept in one’s basement, one’s garage, or one’s self-storage unit. Similarly, an individual who sets up a corporation and purchases supplies and products in the corporation’s name has purchased commercial personal property, even if that personal property is stored at home and the business run from there.

The error of the foregoing objection is that the locus of personal property is no sure-fire indication of its status as residential or commercial. Instead, as with real property, the distinction between residential and commercial property turns on usage. An individual may lease self-storage space in order to store products used in a home mail order business or an illegal meth lab, for example, in which cases the argument that such personal property is residential fails. In these cases the individuals are storing products used for investment and business purposes, much like the railroads, airlines, and industrial farms. We might still conclude that residential personal property placed in self-storage facilities deserves less protection than any property stored at a personal residence, but the basis for differential treatment cannot be because such property is “commercial” in virtue of its storage away from home.
If the distinction between residential and commercial personal property is accepted, it is no longer doctrinally obvious or inevitable that self-storage leases are commercial leases. Rather, an unexplained judicial policy choice has been made with regard to self-storage leases—and probably the wrong one.

Even if much personal property placed in self-storage facilities is residential rather than commercial in character, the excerpt from Judge Fisher above suggests that the public interest is not so affected to warrant judicial scrutiny of self-storage agreements. Facts established earlier in this article undercut this claim:

- The boom in the self-storage industry is great evidence of a shortage of space for personal property.\textsuperscript{140}

- Where the personal property has welfare or identity functions—for example, clothing necessary for work or needed medical devices—the public interest is affected.\textsuperscript{141}

- Particularly in cases where property placed in self-storage is the result of economic hardship, such as divorce, homelessness, illness, etc., there is a public interest in ensuring something like due process. Due process, not in the Constitutional sense bracketed in the introduction, but rather the legal process which the common law of property has long required prior to dispossessing people of what they own.\textsuperscript{142}

- Finally, Judge Fisher’s suggestion of equal bargaining power between self-storage tenants and landlords is plainly false. Self-storage tenants do not have their own lobby. Self-storage contracts, which place virtually all risk upon tenants, are not negotiable. And insurance—which exists primarily to protect landlords against their own misconduct rather than the tenant’s own behavior—addresses little that is askance in self-storage law.\textsuperscript{143}

\textbf{D. Treasure Trove and Self-Storage Treasure Hunters}

As observed earlier, only a small minority of states expressly requires that public auction of a defaulted tenant’s property be conducted in a “commercially
reasonable” manner. Most states presume that compliance with the sale provisions of the state self-storage statute constitutes a commercially reasonable sale.

Yet, those same statutes permit a defaulted tenant’s property to be sold “singly, in lots or as a whole.” It is difficult to see how selling a tenant’s property as a whole, which is the common practice, is consistent with any duty of commercially reasonable sale that has teeth. Suppose Tenant has defaulted on a self-storage agreement and Landlord has denied Tenant access, seized the unit and scheduled a public auction. Tenant owes $300 in arrears to recover the unit before auction. Tenant’s unit has property with a combined fair market value of $600, all contained within three sealed boxes. Landlord opts to sale the lot as a whole, under terms similar to the auction described in the introduction to Part I of this article. That is, bidders are not allowed to enter the unit, much less view the particular items inside of the boxes—up close or at all. Instead, bidders are permitted only to shine their flashlights inside the unit, over and between the boxes, and then use their imaginations to determine how much to bid.

Under these auction conditions, no bid is likely to approach the $600 value of Tenant’s property; or even the estimated value if the items inside the boxes were placed on display for individual valuation. But any shortfall in proceeds caused by sale as a shrouded whole harms Tenant. If Landlord would have recouped $400 by placing the items on display, Tenant would be entitled to proceeds of $100. If Landlord only recoups $150 through sale as a whole, Tenant is left owing $150 instead.

The disturbing manner of self-storage auctions notwithstanding, whether such practices meet the duty of commercially reasonable sales is a matter of contract law, not property law. Where self-storage auctions implicate property law is both surprising and fascinating. The heretofore clandestine culture of self-storage auctions has made prime time with such reality television programs as Storage Wars and Auction Hunters. Today, there are full-time self-storage auction
hunters who spend their days driving statewide from auction to auction, reselling unit property on Ebay and elsewhere, sometimes realizing significant profit.\textsuperscript{150}

The choice of self-storage landlords to sell defaulted tenant property for such low value has another consequence: the resurrection of treasure hunting, a practice long shunned in the common law of property. At early common law the doctrine of treasure trove was one part of the law of finders.\textsuperscript{151} Whether a found object may be kept by the finder depends on whether the true owner lost, mislaid or abandoned the object.\textsuperscript{152} A finder of lost or mislaid property must return the property to the true owner.\textsuperscript{153} A finder of abandoned property becomes the true owner.\textsuperscript{154} Treasure trove, reserved for gold, silver or other money equivalents, was an exception to this framework. Under the doctrine of treasure trove, an individual who finds concealed treasure alongside evidence of antiquity (evidence that the true owner is dead or cannot be known) gets to keep it.\textsuperscript{155} Treasure trove was an exceptional doctrine because the fact of deliberate concealment is an indication that such property was not abandoned, leaving only options for classification—lost or mislaid—that would require return of found property to the true owner. But the fact that the true owner was unlikely to be alive or found made “finders keepers” the more functional rule.

The doctrine of treasure trove fell into disfavor, however, because it was believed to encourage and to reward trespass:

[We] find the rule with respect to treasure trove to be out of harmony with modern notions of fair play. The common-law rule of treasure trove invites trespassers to roam at large over the property of others with their metal detecting devices and to dig wherever such devices tell them property might be found. If the discovery happens to fit the definition of treasure trove, the trespasser may claim it as his own. To paraphrase another court: The mind refuses consent to the proposition that one may go upon the lands of another and dig up and take away anything he discovers there which does not belong to the owner of the land…\textsuperscript{156}
Self-storage auctions, under cover of the doctrine of bona fide purchasers,\textsuperscript{157} are a modern iteration of treasure-hunting. Auction hunters employ flashlights to inspect dark units rather than metal detectors, and ordinary trespass is avoided by remaining outside of the defaulted unit until after sale is complete.\textsuperscript{158} But all that was unfair and unwise about treasure trove persists here. The encouragement to invade another’s property caused by the doctrine of treasure trove exists in self-storage auctions as hopes of finding something for near to nothing.\textsuperscript{159} And although the structure of self-storage auctions is slick enough to avoid the law of trespass, what truly is the rampant conversion of property under common law masquerades as bona fide purchases for value.\textsuperscript{160}

The bona fide purchaser doctrine also discharges treasure-trove’s requirement of antiquity. It is not uncommon for defaulted tenants to seek to recover auctioned personal property with welfare or identity functions shortly after their unit is sold.\textsuperscript{161} Landlords cannot, and should not, reveal the identity of successful auction hunters.\textsuperscript{162} Unlike treasure trove, however, where the true owner probably died long ago, the defaulted tenant whose property is sold may be only days or hours behind the people who now own what used to be theirs. Some auction hunters seek to return property with identity functions to dispossessed tenants.\textsuperscript{163} But random acts of kindness are no substitute for fair law. More important, what of personal property that would have garnered substantial sums on the open market, but which is “discovered” at auction where expectations are severely depressed? In such circumstances auction hunters reap a windfall that could have gone against the defaulting tenant’s outstanding debt and auction proceeds.

Self-storage auction hunters play an important role in the self-storage economy. They are garbage men and women who clear out entire units of defaulted tenancies. Auction hunters would be much less efficient, and much less interested, if landlords sought fair market value item-by-item for defaulted tenant property.\textsuperscript{164} Furthermore, the auction of much of the crap that sits in self-storage units often would not be worth the time.\textsuperscript{165} However, under the law of property, at
least, none of these facts is a justification for giving away property of a defaulted tenant under the fiction that someone has paid value for it. This fiction is only possible because the law of self-storage has authorized self-storage landlords to sell by lot or whole unit, rather than to inspect and fairly valuate the personal property they seize with intent to sell.

III. Conclusion: Legal Reform, Voluntariness, and the Property Ethic “Own Less”

Reforming the practices of self-storage industry is easy enough. Simply reinstitute the common law of negligence and bailments, and make federal a distraint process similar to the ones already present in a few states.

Regarding the valuation of personal property sent to auction, defaulted self-storage tenants should have protections similar to the debtor protections afforded to a defaulted mortgagor when real property is auctioned by the mortgagee at a foreclosure sale. In the real property foreclosure context, many states have taken steps to prevent the low bids that currently plague self-storage auctions. These include: a statutory right of redemption, which allows a mortgagor to buy back the property for the price bid at the foreclosure sale for a designated period after foreclosure; the prohibition on deficiency judgments, which decreases a mortgagee’s incentive to bid below the fair market value of the property; mortgagor rights to bring unjust enrichment claims against mortgagees in cases where a mortgagee buys the property at a low price and resells it within a short period of time for a windfall; and judicially supervised sales, by which courts ensure that the sale price is adequate. 166

These measures would afford personal property placed in self-storage facilities the same protections accorded nearly all other property, real or personal, given over to another for mutual benefit, where ownership is at stake. Alternatively or additionally, the institution of tenant inventories, mandatory insurance, and a checklist disclosure of how few tenant rights exist after depositing personal property, may change the accumulation behavior of would-be renters.

* * *

Whatever readers’ thoughts of the foregoing arguments, however wrong the practices of the self-storage industry are from a property perspective, something

166 See Joseph Singer, PROPERTY LAW 895-896 (2010).
still does not sit right. Something may grate on the American psyche about helping self-storage tenants. Some readers may feel somehow this all the fault of self-storage tenants and that the common law ought not come to their rescue. After all, what is preventing distressed tenants from gathering up their goods before they default? Given much of the crap that is found in self-storage facilities, landlords often prefer this to having to conduct auctions, and the unit is immediately ready to re-lease. And who needs all that stuff anyway? Personal accumulation in America has long since gone too far, some might say. Perhaps these dispossessed tenants are left better off, a bit morally corrected, by the whole affair.

On the subject of self-storage American cultural mores may be at odds with the common law of property. Where the common law of property sees corporate exploitation of a relatively weak consumer population, American cultural mores sees more proof of a gluttonous American population. Criticism of the American penchant for thing-accumulation is rampant. However, growth of personal property holdings is a characteristic of all affluent societies. More important, self-storage law should not be made into morals legislation, with a design to encourage us to make better property choices with our freedom. Self-storage defaults often already kick when individuals are down. Using law to add moral insult to economic injury seems unduly harsh and would accomplish little.
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